
 



Mr Peter Yiannoudes was born in 

Lemessos, Cyprus, and arrived in 

Australia in 1956 as a migrant. He has 

been an integral part of the Greek and 

Cypriot communities in Melbourne for 

more than 50 years and served in the 

committees of a extensive number of 

community organisations. 

 

 

Film Logbook Background 

his logbook is the property of Mr Peter Yiannoudes and family. It has been used by Cosmopolitan Motion Pictures between 1959 

and 1982 to record all films screened by the company in all capital cities and several towns where a concentration of Greeks 

lived in Australia.  

Plutarch Project has acquired the right to display this logbook to the general public in October 2013 by Mr Peter Yiannoudes when 

Iakovos Garivaldis visited him in his office (to become a small museum) at the back of Westgarth Theatre, in High Street, Northcote in 

Melbourne, as shown in the picture to the left. 

Cosmopolitan Motion Pictures was owned by Mr P. Yiannoudes and Mr Stathis Raftopoulos. 

They would take their equipment (2 or 3 projectors, projector stand, film splicing machine, 

films, screens and other tools) with them on the interstate train and would travel to all parts of 

Australia, including Perth, Adelaide, Darwin, Brisbane, Sydney, as well as a number of rural 

towns and smaller cities to show a large number of ethnic language films including Greek, and 

many other language films details of which you will find further in this publication. These films, 

which numbered to more than one thousand five-hundred over the above mentioned period, 

were a success both in their home city of Melbourne as well as all other parts of Australia. 

A large amount of valuable information has been made available to the Plutarch Project by Mr 

P. Yiannoudes, including film production, projectors used in the roving troupe, magazine and 

other equipment and advertising memorabilia. It is important to also note that a great deal of 

historical information about Cosmopolitan Motion Pictures and its travels can be found in the 

book titled “Greek Cinema Across Australia – Behind the Scenes” published in 2010 and 

presented in Melbourne on the 10-10-2010 by Mr Mimis Sophocleous. This book was published in both Greek and English languages. 
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http://neoskosmos.com/news/en/stathis-raftopoulos-book-launch


Yiannoudes Family Film Memorabilia 

It is normally a time consuming and difficult task to accurately assess a collection’s significance to the primary criteria, however in the case of the “Yiannoudes Family Film 

Memorabilia” we have no hesitation of its high significance about its historic, social, rarity, interpretive, cultural and provenance to Australia, including the country side 

where most of this collection memorabilia visited. 

From January 1959 and until 1982, “Cosmopolitan Motion Pictures”, owned by Mr Peter Yannoudes (Παναγιώτης Γιαννούδης) and Mr Stathis Raftopoulos (Στάθης 

Ραφτόπουλος) travelled around Australia to entertain the Greek, Turkish, Indian and Yugoslav speaking population of Australia and provide a significant cinema culture. 

They travelled as far as Perth in WA, Adelaide in SA, Tasmania, Darwin in Nt, Canberra in ACT and Sydney and NSW. However they found themselves also in places like Berri 

and Renmark in NSW, where concentrations of migrants lived and thrived during the period. 

Initially they were travelling by train, carrying all their equipment by hand and placing them in boxes and suitcases. However after 1962 when they acquired their first 

automobile, travelling became less of a burden, nevertheless cumbersome and laborious.  

They carried with them initially two portable projectors (second one as a backup) and at times travelled with a third in order to ensure that technology will not be letting 

them down at the time of film projection. At times the films were projected onto a white sheet of cloth because there was no proper screen to project it on at the venue 

they were using. 

Mr P. Yiannoudes has also published a book in October 2010, titled “Greek Cinema Across Australia – Behind the Scenes”. The book was published in two languages, English 

and in Greek. Details about the launch can be found on the Diasporic Literature Spot website at this address (in the Greek language) 

http://diasporic.org/ellinika/biblia/greek-films-in-australia/. His book is devoted to those with whom he co-operated in order to bring for the first time Greek language films 

into Australia.  

Their names are: Stathis Raftopoulos, Andreas Papadopoulos, Andreas Katopodis, Theodoros Kanellopoulos, Michael Ioannou, Fotis Hatzipavlides, Kostas Vrahnas, 

Evaggelos Terpenos, Dionysis Lourantos, Dimitris Georgiou, Vasilis Florias and Jim Gragie. All businessmen with the right entrepreneurial spirit to be the first and to make 

their mark in the making of cultural Australia. 

Mr P. Yiannoudes a Cypriot by descent born in the town of Vouni, a village in the area of Lemesos. In Lemesos he learned the first few things about cinema which would 

help him in all his later life. He migrated to Australia in 1956 has been a prominent member of the Greek & Cypriot Communities in Melbourne for many decades. He has 

been President of the Cypriot Community, President of Federation of Cypriot Communities in Australia (for 18 years), President of SEKA (for 26 years) and highly regarded 

member of the Greek-Cypriots Diaspora since he also has been Vice-President of the Global Federation of Cypriots of Diaspora for 18 years. 

Mr P. Yiannoudes is now working on creating a small museum of these pieces in the back of the Westgarth Theatre with the help of the Plutarch Project and …. 

http://diasporic.org/ellinika/biblia/greek-films-in-australia/


In this collection numbering hundreds of items, we will try and capture some of the glory that was the Greek film industry in Australia for 23 years between 1959 and 1982. 

“Cosmopolitan Motion Pictures” also owned a large number of cinemas in Melbourne, the National Theatre in Richmond, the Westgarth Theatre in Northcote (which is still 

owned by the Yiannoudes family today), Sun Theatre in Yarraville, Kinema in Albert Park, Empire Theatre in Brunswick, Paramount Theatre in Oakleigh, Globe Theatre in 

Richmond, Galaxy Theatre in Brunswick and the Cosmopolitan Theatre in Brusnwick. At the same time they were hiring other theatres for film projections. They were the 

Astor Theatre in St. Kilda, Victoria Theatre in Richmond, Sunshine Theatre in Sunshine. 

Apart from Melbourne they were using the Pantheon Theatre in Adelaide, the Norwood Town Hall in Adelaide, the Shepparton Town Hall in Shepparton, the Premier 

Theatre in Perth, the Rivoli Theatre in Berri and the Renmark Theatre in Renmark. 

The number of films shown around Australia were over 1500 in total whilst about 1218 of them were in the Greek language. Other languages shown were in Turkish (about 

150 films), Yugoslavian (about 100 films), English, French, German, Swedish, Dutch language films. “Cosmopolitan Motion Pictures” was the first company to bring Swedish 

and Dutch films to Australia. They also showed Martial Arts films for the first time in Australia in 1975 at the Galaxy Theatre in Melbourne. 

However one of the most significant pieces that tell the story with places and dates is the Show Logbook. 

The Show Logbook has a large number of stories to tell. It is still intact and in fair condition after all these years of travelling around Australia. It is categorised with an 

alphabetic index on the right by film title. Greek, Indian, Turkish and Yugoslav language film titles adorn its pages alongside the place where they were first shown, the 

towns and cities they visited and the dates for each one. It is an extremely significant part of history of the settlement of migrants in Australia. 

Iakovos Garivaldis 

2013 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Film Screening Log Book 

 















 





































































































 



 

 

Plutarch Project 2013 

http://plutarchproject.net 

The history of the impressively large Greek community in Melbourne is an integral part of the entire history of Australia in general and of Melbourne in particular, and for 

this there is a need of national importance for the preservation of anything demonstrating the difficulties of the first settlers in trying to make Australia their new homeland 

and the problems and achievements of all their subsequent generations. In previous years there were some unsuccessful attempts to fulfil this need, unsuccessful mainly 

because they aimed at physically collecting all located items, and this proved to be and impossible, or at least extremely difficult, task. The huge interest expressed by the 

general public for these previous projects, is the undisputed proof of the need for a new and demonstrably feasible project. 

 

 

http://plutarchproject.net/

